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This study has no direct connection with Abe Sachs or Assyriology other than the allpervasive

sexagesimal numbers it employs Nevertheless it is dedicated to the memory of a colleague

whose trenchant wit only thinly covered his essential modesty and kindliness. We never think of

him but with affection and admiration

INTRODUCTION

in December of 1366 a certain Abu Muhammad Atã b. Abmad b. Mubammad Khwäja Ghaii
alSanjufmn1 completed a ztj, a set of astronomical tables, preserved in the unique Paris
manuscript BN Arabe 6040. He dedicated it to his patron, Prince Radna, the Mongol viceroy of
Tibet, and a direct descendant in the seventh generation from Genghis Khan. The viceregal
capital is named in the zif. and Professor Herbert Franke has identified it as the then Hochou in

the Chinese orovince of Kansu, outhwest of the modern pros incial capital. Lan choc As icr the

author hi% name indicates that he or his a cestors came from as illage near Samarqand. 1n Central

The manuscript is ot c-on’nderable intrest contain!ng among its forts wo eahiec information

on calendars, lists of fixed stars with their Chinese names s ritten in Arabic characters, numerous
Mongol and a few Tibetan glosses, and the usual spherical astronomical and planetary material
From amid the plethora of Intriguing ooesnn raised by this curium document. ‘s has eheer
chosen tor ins estigation belciss

rnong the tables med for edipsr praacm ns ic one based oltinatels pon thennas originatinc

a india n the e’ enth ertur ef hi cah ulatiun 0f the C’tres hi’ a n ethod hic ‘s s
tl gai? rnstbema’u,a1h as t a inicalh is desc ribtd n a d i ‘‘rn rr r if
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century Baghdad. A version of this parallax table turned up in a zij written in Damascus in the

fourteenth century. But the Sanjufbfi version is included in a zij from the Caucasus dated two

centuries before. Thus, in the course of seven hundred years the theory migrated westward to

Europe, thence back eastward, reappearing not far from its place of origin.
The second table enables its user to predict the appearance of the new moon, thus determining,

for instance, the end of the Muslim fasting month. There is an enormous literature on the subject,
but Sanjufial’s method appears to be more or less independent, marginally related to that of
Thãbit ibn Qurra.

The table gives explicitly a terrestrial latitude of 38;1O°, a parameter which is shown below to

be embedded in the table itself. The same number appears five times elsewhere in the zif ow
the latitude of Lan-chou is 35;44°, which differs from the above by about two and a half degrees.

A second Mongol provincial capital, Yung-cWang fu, is also mentioned in the zij. Its latitude is

very close to 38;1O°. Considerations connected with an eclipse prediction in the zij make it very

probable that the second city was the base locality for which the tables were computed.

THE PARALLAX TABLE

This takes up the entirety of f. 42v. It is called “A Table of the Equation of Distance for the
Middle of the Eclipse” (Jadwal tacdif al-bu’d Ii wasaf al4cusuf) A Mongol gloss runs along the
right hand side of the page. According to Professor Herbert Franke,’ this consists of four words,
the first two being the usual Mongolian for a lunar eclipse. The last two are Arabic tadil and
(probably) btscd, transliterated into Mongolian characters. The scribe was evidently astronomi
cally uninformed, for kusuf usually denotes a solar eclipse, and this particular table can be used
only for solar eclipses.

The page on which it appears has been divided into four main columns, each of which is
further split into two subcolumns, The right hand subcolumns are headed (time) between
conjunction and noon, and contain the values of the argument in hours and minutes 0 3 0 6 0 9

6;0, The subcolumns on the left are headed “(time) between the eclipse middle and noon.”
The entries underneath are to seconds of time.

The same table, except for a few differences due to scribal errors appears as Table L in Part 2
p 174 of a Byzantine Greek version2of zi written by one ‘Abd al Karim aiFahhäd al Shirwãni c
1175 There itis called in Arabic Ta’dtl sãcät al ruya, The Equation of the Hours of Visibility
Every fourth entry has been transcribed and appears as Columns 1 and 3 of our Table I below,
An application of the table is cited by Neugebauer.3

1. H. Franke, “Mitt.eimongolisehe Giossen in amer 3. 0. Neugebaner, The Astronomical Tables of ob
arabiachen astronomischen Handschrift von 1388,” to Khwiirizrnp Translation with Commentaries,. . (Copen’
appear in Oriens. hagen, 1982), p. 28.

2. 0. Pingree, The Astronomicoi Works of Gregory
Clonkides, Vol. 1, The nj a1’Aigj, 2 parts (Amsterdam.
1988).
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had the correction added to it. If t denote the hour angle or time of the true conjunction, the

argument in Column 1, then:

T-t=P

is the correction due to parallax. This function has been plotted as the dotted curve on the graph

below, where each dot corresponds to a value of P obtained from the sources. It is clear that

whoever calculated the table in the first place did a bad job. The curve is never smooth, and

several segments give the impression of having been determined by linear interpolation between

fixed points. The plot is practically flat on top. Moreover, whatever theory underlies the
computation, it corresponds only crudely to the facts, The function starts from the origin, and it is

true that the longitude component of parallax is zero or near it at noon, being larger in the

forenoon and afternoon with increased zenith distance. But the P function has a maxiumum at

about t 4;24h, frequently well before sunset.
A very similar function is displayed in Table 77 of Suter’s Die astronomi.schen Tafelu des

MuI.ammed ibn Musã al-Khwarizmi (Copenhagen, 1914), the Latin translation of the Majrii
recension of the zj of al-Khwãrizmi (II. 830), and a second copy is in the zij of Ibn al-Shatir4 (Fl.

1350). Entries excerpted from it are shown in Column 6 of our table, and they have been plotted
as the continuous curve on the graph. In contrast to the other, they have been calculated with

precision. Different but equivalent units are used for the arguments (Column 2), time degrees of
daily rotation, whereby fifteen degrees correspond to one hour. Also the Khwãriznü table is more
realistic than the Sanjuf1niShfrwänT version as to daylight length, the argument going to 150° (
10 hours). Perhaps the more crude table was intended for “unequal hours”, defined as a sixth of
the time from sunrise to noon. The text says nothing to this effect, but it is specified by Habash,5
mentioned just below.

The method of calculating the Khwarizmi table is explained in the zij of I1abash al-Uasib (fl.
830). In the recursion relation

T(t) = t ± a sin T,,,(t)

where a is the obliquity of the ecliptic, put T0 = t and calculate successive elements of the

convergent sequence T, T2, T3, . . .— T(t) until the desired degree of precision has been
attained.7Uabash regarded T5 as sufficient.

The result satisfies the expression

known as Kepler’s equation. Then

(2) P(t) 0;4 a sin T(t)

is the desired? for any given t.

The Khwärizmi version of the Table has been calc-ulated with £ 24°. the standard Indian
value, and the method seems to be of Indian oriain. But the differences between the two tables
suggest that there is a different parameter embedded in the San jufini version, in order to ex-amine
this possibility, a HewiettPackard 67 calculator was programmed to compute values of P. the
machine pinching off the iteration process when the difference between successive approxirna

4. BodieTan MS SeId Arch. A30. 25),” Zeitschrit ffAr Ceschichte des arahischdslamischen
5. ifabash, AiZfj sTMa’rüf bCD:imasisq1 (istanbul, MS Wissenschaften 2 (1985) 125.

Yeni Carni 785), 1. 2125. 7. Cf. Kennedy and Transsie, “A Medieval Iterative
6. Habash, AhZIjat’Ma’rüf bi”Dlmasiiql, If. 210m213a; Aigorism,” American Mathematical Monthly 63 (1958)

see also Kennedy, “Parallax Theory in ish mb Astronomy,” 8ic83.
isis 47 (1956) 51, and Kenndy, “Spherical Astronomy in
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tions became less than 0.0002. Calculations were made for the set of t’s shown on Table I, for

three values of e;(1) 24°, (2) 23;35°, a common medieval value which is implicit in at least one

table of the Sanjufini zi; (f. 40r), and (3) 23;51°, a Ptolemaic value used along with 24° by

Khw ãrizmi s The results of calculation using the third value ar shown in Column 5 or Table 1

adjoining Sanjufini s values in the preceding column. The latter are so badly done that, of the total

of thirty excerpted. twelve are near none of the three recomputations. Of the remainder, five are
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is the horizontal parallax in the altitude circle, The fact that 24° is the Indian e is presumably

fortuitous. The angle between the ecliptic and the horizon is a and iA is the distance between the

conjunction and the highest point of the ecliptic.

To this do hvo things:
(1) Put a = 90°, whence sin a = 1. This assumption flies in the face of reality, making

the ecliptic always vertical, whereas only for an observer on the equator is even the

mean value of a a right angle.
(2> As argument, replace &. by T, the hour angle of the as yet undetermined

apparent conjunction. This step is much less drastic, and in fact F5abash speaks

repeatedly of the distance from the conjunction to upper midheaven)°

Expression (3) then becomes

(4’ P 24 sin T. in time degrees,
0;4 X 24 sin T, in hours,

which is expression (2>. Or perhaps the originator paid no attention to the underlying geometric

situation and simply put down (4) as an example of the sinusoidal interpolation common in

Indian and early Islamic astronomy. T is defined implicitly by

= T 24 sin T,

equivalent to (1) above, The technique of solution by iteration was also common in early

astronomy.

THE LUNAR VISIBILITY TABLE

On f. 38r of the manuscript of the zij we find a “Table for the Visibility of the Lunar Crescent,

for Latitude 38°10”,” (ladwal rfPyat al-ahalla ii ‘art 38,10>. This also has a marginal gloss in

Mongolian which, according to Professor Franke, says “moon visibility thirty-eight latitude,” all

Mongolian words except that for “latitude” the Arabic ‘ard, has been transliterated. Notice that

the ten minutes of arc have been dropped. The independent variables are the integer degrees of

lunar latitude 3 between 5° and -5°, and the solar position with intervals of 10 degrees,

beginning with 0° Aries, and expressed in zodiacal signs plus degrees. The table provides for each

combination of these A and an entry f(A,>, tabulated in degrees and minutes. The entries for 3

= 5°, 0°, an:d are p.ent dEbéitiw in Table 2. We have omitted the other entries in the table,

since they were obtained by linear interpolation between f(A,0°) and f(A,5°> (for positive ), or

f(A,0°) and f(-5°) (for negative ), but we have used these additional entries in the manuscript in

order to check that the entries presented here are free from scribal errors,

The table can he used for the prediction of the moment of first visibility of the lunar crescent,
indicating the beginning of the new month in the Islamic calendar. For the first few evenings
after luni-solar conjunction, compute the solar longitude A1, the lunar longitude A2, the lunar
elongation - A1, and the lunar lati.tude. Find f(A1,) by means of the table. The crescent
will be visible if tX f(A 6), otherwise it will be invisible. Since the lunar elongation increases by
approximately 12° per day, the table implies that the moment of first visibility can occur already

hus oi 0° 5° aer r n’ic w crece’ rnd o rera 0 b1

long as 234 days (for A 160°, [3 -5°).
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TABLE 2
e

50 0° [3=5° [3=50 [3=0° [3=5°

0 8:37 9:39 10:43 180 12;50 19;39 29;18
10 8:30 9;37 lO;59 190 12;25 19; 0 28,11
20 8;19 9:38 11;18 200 11:55 18;08 28;45
30 8;07 9;41 11;35 210 l1;12 17;03 25;05
40 7’54 9;45 12;09 220 10;37 15;57 23,13
50 7:41 9;44 1252 230 9;39 14:45 21;20
60 7;28 10;15 13;59 240 928 13;33 19;22
70 7,25 10,43 15;18 250 9;18 12;34 17,37
80 7:31 11:25 16;43 280 8;15 11;41 16;03
90 7;56 12;22 18;46 270 8;00 10;57 14;34

100 8,09 13;28 20;29 280 8;01 10;18 13;42
110 9;20 14;48 22;53 290 7:51 10; 0 12;38
120 10 9 18; 8 25; 4 300 7;58 9;48 12; 0
130 10,53 17;28 27;20 310 8;18 t31 11;38
140 11;41 18;28 28;37 320 8;15 9:37 11:18
150 12,38 19;21 29;52 330 8;22 9,38 11; 1
160 12;5.3 19;53 30;31 340 8;30 9;35 10:54
170 12:57 19;53 30;23 350 8;39 9;33 10;50

The manuscript does not explain how the table was computed. We will now analyze thet. mathematical structure of the table, and we ben with some general remarks.
rs° s isibilit’ of the lunar crer’ent will take place between onehalf and one hour after sunset,when the moon is about to set on the western horizon. The prediction of first visibility is actually ait very complicated problem because many factors have to be taken into account, such as the solarif depression a the moment of moonset, the lunar elongation, the distance between the noon and

the brightest point on the horizon, the apparent size of the moon (which depends on its distanceh to &e e’ rth weath r conditions andsoon Mostof heknov niredieval Islamic una v sibihty
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Figure 2

One final remark should be made about solar criteria. Because for a fixed <p the visibility is

determined by d and z, one can as a general rule distinguish on the celestial sphere below the

western horizon an area I, containing the solar positions (d, z) such that the moon will be invisible,

and an area V, containing the (d, z) for which the moon will be visible; I and V are separated by a

curve C (see Figure 2).
We now return to Table 2, and assume as a working hypothesis that it was accurately computed

on the basis of a solar criterion. We consider a point P on the curve C with declination 6 less than

the obliquity £ of the ecliptic (see Figure 2). During a complete revolution of the celestial sphere,

P will meet the ecliptic two times, at points with ecliptical longitude ? and 180°-A. We call the

intersections of the ecliptic with the horizon at these two moments Q and R. Then PQ =

and PR f ( 180°-A,0) while angle QPR is determined by A and a. Assume a value for a. Then, if A =

ii N 10° for 0 a 36, a 927, one can read off PQ and PR from the table, and compute angle

QPR, so that the spherical triangle PQR can be solved, and the angles between the ecliptic and

the horizon at P and Q can be found., in the spherical triangle defined by one of the two positions

of the ecliptic, the celestial equator, and the horizon, one knows three elements, so that this

triangle can be solved, and the angle between the equator and the horizon can be found. The

complement of this angle is- the geographical latitude p. One can now compute other interesting

parameters, such as the time elapsed since sunset, and the solar depression arid azimuth All these

computations are routine applications of spherical trigonometry. However, if angle QPR is small,

small errors inJ(k,0°) and f(180°-A,0°) can produce enormous deviations in the computed values

of <p. Thus the computed value of p is unrelIable if A is near 90° or 270°.
When this method was carried out for the pairs f(A,0°i and f(l80°-A,O°) -in Table 2, it was found

e ‘es ge wa a i dwc o ‘wa- ‘r a’ e e-’ - c e “

Pc ‘° he thin go grpuva ut s c-c ,uc c ‘t

eq
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the manuscript, but for £ = 23;30° they were much nearer to 38;300, We therefore inferred that the

table was computed for 38; 100 and for the Ptolemaic value £ 23;51°. However, neither the

solar depression nor the difference in setting time were nearly constant. Thus it seemed that the

table was computed on the basis of a solar criterion, different from the two criteria mentioned

above.
Once the geographical latitude is known, one can compute the solar depression corresponding

to any value of , also for the values for which the above method is useless, It turned out that for

50° 130° and 180° 360°, the solar depression is very nearly a linear function g(w) of the

distance w 90°-z between the west point W and the perpendicular projection of the sun (the

brightest point B) on the horizon, with extreme values g(0°) 9;200 and g(39;20°) = 8;18°. If we

put g(4O°) = 8;18°, and extend the function linearly, we obtain g(180°) 4;40°, exactly half of

9;20° (if w = 180° B is the East point). For 0°? 40°. and 140°X 180°, the solar depression was

found to be very close to g(8), with 8 the solar declination.
We note that functions similar to g occur in the lunar visibility theory of Thabit ibn Qurra.12

However, in the theor) of Thãbit, the argument of g is the distance between the moon and the

brightest point on the horizon. Thabit’s approach makes much more sense. Neverthless, the

above.’mentioned calculations support the hypothesis that the f(,0°) were computed for c

23;51°, ( = 38;10°, on the basis of the following visibility criterion:
Let w be the distance between the west point W and the brightest point B on the

horizon, and let g be the linear function of w with g(0°) 9;20° and g( 180°) = g(0°)/2.

The lunar crescent will be visible if and only if the solar depression at moonset is at

least equal to g(w)

The actual computation of the f(,0°) must have been carried out somehow as follows.

Beginning with a value ), one first computes the declination 8. Then one must estimate w. Small

errors in w do not have much influence, because g varies only slowly with w. Sanjufin! seems to

ha e used the bad estimate w 6 for 0° . 40° and 130°) 180°, but for the other values of

his estimate must have been more accurate. In the recomputed table, w = 8 has been used for 0°

. 40° and 130° 180°. and for the other . w has been computed using 9;20° as an

approxirnatior to the sol r depression From w one derives the real solar depression g(w). By a

andard a eti od in Ida n imek epmg, one car compute the hour angle of a point from it
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We have been unable to find a satisfactory mathematical explanation of the entries for 3 ±50.

In an accurately computed table, one expects that j(X,O°) is approximately the mean of f(X,5°)
and f(,-5°), but this is not so in Table 2. It is conceivable that Sanjufini (or whoever else compiled
the table) computed the f(,O) himself, but plagiarized the f(5°) and f(,-5°) from another
table. Further irn-estigations along these lines were unsuccessful.

TABLE 3: Recomputed values for f(O°)
Parentheses contain the errors in minutes, j(A,0°) minus the recomputed value.

0 9:39 (0) 120 15:53 (±15) 240 13;37 (-4)

10 9;38 (±1) 130 17;01 (+27) 250 12;37 (-3)

20 9:38 (+2) 140 18;43 (-27) 260 11;45 (-4)

30 9:41 (0) 150 19;23 (-2) 270 1I;02 (-5)

40 9:51 (-8) 160 19;45 (+8) 280 1O;28 (-12)

50 942 (+2) 170 19;50 (±3) 290 10;02 (-2)

80 10;05 (+10) 180 19;39 (0) 300 9;45 (+1)

70 10;39 (+4) 190 18;55 (+5) 310 9;35 (-4)

80 11;24 (±1) 200 18:06 (+2) 320 9;31 (±6)

90 12;21 (+1) 210 16;59 (+4) 330 9:31 (+5)

100 13;28 (0) 220 15;50 (+7) 340 9;35 (0)

110 14;40 (+8) 230 14;42 (+3) 350 9;35 (-2)


